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In Photo: Outside view of Radio Madhuban 90.4FM studios in Abu.
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In Photo: Dadi Janki during her visit to Radio Madhuban studios
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Radio Madhuban 90.4 FM continues to spread waves of peace, positivity and hope not only in but in every corner of the 

world all year round. 

Keep Listening and Keep Smiling is such a good slogan! It is what I do all day long. I listen and I smile. Who do I listen to? 

First, before anything else, before anyone else, I listen to God. It’s such a beautiful experience. Who would not want to 

listen to the One who is the Comforter of Hearts? 

People sometimes ask: “How can we listen to God, how can we tune in to God?” It’s so simple. When I learn to listen to 

myself — my inner, eternal self — and connect meaningfully with the natural qualities of love and truth within, I begin 

to be able to catch the sweet, silent voice of the Divine speaking to me, encouraging me, guiding me, uplifting me. 

Feeling God’s subtle presence with me throughout the day makes me smile with my heart and helps me to be present 

and positive, whatever is going on. And then it’s easy to listen to others with warmth and understanding and help them 

start smiling again too. In this way God can use us as His instruments to rise above the negative atmosphere of today’s 

world and create a world of truth, spiritual love and harmony. 

Hearty congratulations!

Rajyogini Dadi Janki 

Administrative Head 

Brahma Kumaris

 “
“

Divine 

Blessings
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In Photo: Dadi Prakashmani, on her visit to the All India Radio studio in Rajkot, Gujarat

Remembering  
Dadi Prakashmani

A spiritual ambassador who was full of love, care, concern and compassion for entire mankind, Dadi Prakashmani, was the 
Administrative Chief of the Brahma Kumaris from 1969 to 2007. A leading light, a jewel of purity, a source of inspiration for 
global thinkers and an international guru who changed the world stage for women, Dadi was a living example of generosity 
and kindness.
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VOLUNTEERISM
Passionate volunteers are 
our backbone, a factor in 
our success and a force for    
progress.

DIVERSITY
We work to preserve         
the cultural and traditional 
heritage of a diverse social 
community. 

INTEGRITY
We prioritize originality and 
honesty in all our work while 
creating an environment of 
trust.

CREATIVITY
We value innovation and 
creativity in all our work. We 
do something new every day. 

TEAMWORK
Working in teams, 
big and small, with all                     
stakeholders helps us bring 
about lasting change.

HUMANITY
We work to restore morals 
and values in society, to 
help in the development of 
society.

Core

Values
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In Photo: Volunteer team of Radio Madhuban 90.4 FM
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Radio Madhuban 90.4 FM was started in 2011 with a small team of volunteers who shared 

a common vision to develop the villages in and around Abu. Licensed by the Ministry of 

Information and Broadcasting, Government of India, Radio Madhuban is India’s first value-based 

community radio station.

Over the years, the team has designed several radio shows in local languages, keeping in 

mind the listeners’ interest and the objective of spreading a meaningful message through 

broadcasting. The many village outreach programs organized on several occasions all round the 

year attract huge local crowds. The team endeavors to promote a feeling of brotherhood, amity 

and unity in the community by celebrating local festivals and events with them. Radio Madhuban 

90.4 FM also undertakes development projects from time to time, focused on effecting a 

significant change in the region by tackling prevalent challenges and issues.

 
These initiatives have together propelled a wave of development in the region. In 2016, we 

focused on strengthening democracy, skill development and social reform. Our efforts had a  

great impact and connected many new listeners to the radio station.

With a strong volunteer base, passion to work, and enthusiasm, we are transforming lives.

About Us At 

90.4 FM 



It gives me great satisfaction 

to see that Radio Madhuban 

90.4 FM has been earnestly 

endeavoring to help in the 

development of Abu since 2011. 

In the past six years, the station 

and its team of volunteers have 

undertaken several impactful 

village outreach programs 

and community development 

projects that have changed 

the landscape of Abu, helping 

children, men and women learn 

and grow. 

This year, the team focused on 

skill development, particularly 

among young students in 

schools and colleges, in order 

to help them learn key media 

and journalism skills and 

secure meaningful career 

opportunities. Envisioning this 

dual objective of education 

and professional training, the 

team organized awareness 

workshops, talent fairs and 

training sessions in Abu. A series 

of tribal singing competitions 

to encourage local talent and 

preserve the cultural heritage  

of the region was also organized 

by the team this year. 

Efforts in the fields of 

women’s empowerment, rural 

development, road safety 

and community engagement 

also brought about significant 

advancement. 

I am sure that this team will 

inspire many other stations, and 

wish them all the best for the 

coming year.
Radio Madhuban 

demonstrates a unique 
model of a community 

radio station that is 
founded in the spirit of 

volunteerism.

“
 “

B.K. Nirwair

Secretary General
Brahma Kumaris

The 

Prelude 
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We now have a strong 
team of young RJs who 
bring creativity and new 

talent to the studios.

The team at Radio Madhuban 

90.4 FM endeavors to bring 

about lasting change in people’s 

lives by encouraging holistic 

development, a learning 

environment and inclusive 

growth backed by the spirit of 

volunteerism founded in the 

principles of spirituality. 

This year, the team explored 

new territory by engaging 

with young students through 

sports and arts fairs, summer 

internships and training 

programs. Nineteen young 

students learned about 

radio operations, station 

management and radio 

technologies. 

Major work was done to 

preserve the tribal musical 

heritage. Students from local 

village schools recorded more 

than 560 tribal songs during 

the singing competitions that 

were organized to boost their 

talent and provide them with 

a platform to showcase their 

skills. The team also organized 

street plays, campaigns and 

on-air shows to curb substance 

abuse and addiction.

The team produced 34 on-

air shows and organized 16 

outreach programs. The fact 

that our studios received 11,525 

messages and 7,912 phone calls 

from listeners tells us about the 

immense support and love of 

the community. During the 1924 

hours the team spent in the 

community, over 4520 children 

and 1459 women benefited 

from our initiatives. 

We look forward to 

your cooperation and 

encouragement for our future 

initiatives. 

“

 “
B.K. Karunakar Shetty

Secretary
Radio Madhuban

Community Society

Executive 

Summary



I am happy to state that the Radio Madhuban 
team is assiduously working to make lives better 
for people in Abu. The radio broadcasts value-
based content and is a source of infotainment and 
learning for thousands of local people.

The efforts of the team to implement creative 
projects in the region are noteworthy. It is good 
to see the volunteers enthusiastically participate 
in large numbers in all events.

The radio station has been working for cultural 
development, women’s empowerment, education 
and health in the region. I congratulate the team 
for its community service and wish them well for 
their future projects. 

Jagasiram Koli
Member of Legislative Assembly

Reodar, Rajasthan

It gives me great happiness to share that Radio 
Madhuban is doing tremendous work in Abu for 
the local community. 

The team organizes innovative and impactful 
programs for the people to promote good 
health, education and values. Radio Madhuban 
endeavors to aid in the development of 
women and young children in order to nurture 
sustainable families. The studios, station team 
and all volunteers work with so much energy and 
honest enthusiasm. 

I wish the radio station and its team the very best 
for the coming year. 

BK Harilal Bhanushali
Executive Director,

Godlywood Studio, Abu Road

Dignitaries’ 

Messages
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It gives me immense pleasure to congratulate 
Radio Madhuban on completing six years of 
community service in Abu. Their programs and 
projects propel sustainable development in the 
region while enabling inclusive growth, especially 
among the tribal masses. 

This year, Radio Madhuban organized a Student’s 
Fair in Mt. Abu for classes 5th to 12th, in which 
more than 600 students participated in sports, 
singing, painting and debating competitions. 
It gave an impetus to students by providing a 
platform to showcase their talents. I have also 
participated in the show, “Hamara Abu”, a lot of 
times. All the best!

Radio Madhuban has become a good platform 
for communication, information sharing and 
connecting with the community. Listeners call in 
large numbers to share their ideas and feedback 
for the shows and projects. 

Creatively produced shows and content in local 
languages is the key factor in the success of Radio 
Madhuban’s efforts. 

To strengthen democracy, Radio Madhuban 
introduced a new show, “Hamara Abu”, in which I 
have also participated. The team’s effort to curb 
‘Mautana’ in the region is also noteworthy. I wish 
them success in their endeavors.

Suresh Sindal

Chairman, Nagar Palika
Abu Road, Rajasthan

Suresh Thinger

Chairman, Nagar Palika
Mt. Abu, Rajasthan



As you turn the following pages, you will read 
stories of development, of reinforcing strength, 
and of collective action, that narrate the impact 
made by Radio Madhuban 90.4 FM on the lives 
of millions of people in Abu and the surrounding 
villages.

We have focused on skill development, quality 
education, cultural heritage, environment and 
women’s empowerment this year, with several 
projects, campaigns and programs to sensitize 
the community and make a change.

We have tried our best to make use of whatever 
resources we have and make the maximum 
impact. We seek your continued love and 
support for our efforts.

Have an insightful reading journey…

“

 “

About This 

Report

Yashwant Patil
Station Head

Radio Madhuban 90.4 FM, Rajasthan
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2016

FACT FILE

3
Awards

11525
SMS

22
Radio
Jockeys

4
Interns

15
Trainees

4850
Hours of
Production

1924
Hours Spent
 in Community

4520
Children
Participated

7912
Phone Calls

1459
Women
Participated

165
Guests in
Studio

23
Live Events
Covered

16
Outreach
Programs

34
On-Air
Shows

3
New Shows                                                                                                                                             
this year



Quality Education

Jankari Express, 176
Pathshala, 601
Pathami Sanskrutam, 612
Vishesh Mulakat, 5050
Good Morning Abu, 10440
Nayi Kiran, 37080

Live

Recorded

Production Report
Culture & Entertainment 

Tarane Naye Purane, 660
Sangeet Ki Duniya, 1222
Panditayin, 3412
Khushi Ke Nagmain, 17460

Live

Recorded

Life Skills

Baal Sabha, 1053
Suprabhat, 2280
Spotlight Value, 2700
Amrutdhara, 3239

Recorded

Live

Society & Development

Kanun Ki Baat, 407 
Hamara Abu, 600
Man Ki Baat, 720
Opno Samaj, 1099
Samay Ki Mang, 2161
Salam E Zindagi, 3001
Aap Ka Swasthya Aap Ke Haath, 3060
Mera Gaon Mera Anchal , 6815

Recorded 

Live

Bachon KI Duniya, 562 
Udaan Kids Special, 2969 
Udaan, 3697
Good Night with Dadi Ma, 2016

Children
Recorded

Gender Equality

Aashiyana, 15245
Vandemataram, 1906 

Recorded

Live

Youth Leadership

Career Option, 1413 
Live From Community, 2425 
Safar, 7380 
Youth Junction, 12030
Jiyo Zindagi, 15822

Recorded

Live
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Young children run in excitement and joy as 
RJ Vinod drives through Chandela village 
after completing a program, carrying the 
radio set on his cycle. 
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NATIONAL COMMUNITY 
RADIO AWARD, 2nd Position

For the program, Hamari Sarkar Hamare 

Adhikar, focused on tribal rights and 

democracy. 

In photo are seen Yashwant Patil, 

receiving the award from Cabinet 

Minister Arun Jaitley, and Minister of 

State Rajyavardhan Rathore, Ministry 

of Information and Broadcasting, 

Government of India, during the 

National Community Radio Sammelan, 

Delhi.

The real award is the sparkle in their eyes.  
We work every day to make it a part of their lives.

AWARD FROM GOVT. OF 
RAJASTHAN

On behalf of Government of Rajasthan, 

Satya Narayan Acharya, Sub-Divisional 

Officer, Kotra, Udaipur honored RJ 

Vinod for the Radio Madhuban team’s 

tireless efforts to bring awareness 

about the Mautana custom in Abu 

and near by villages. Radio Madhuban 

fought against this severe challenge in 

the local community.

QUALITY BRANDS INDIA 
AWARD

National Education and Human 

Resource Development Organization 

and Quality Brand Times honored Radio 

Madhuban 90.4 FM with two awards, 

namely Quality Brands India Award and 

Special Recognition to Radio Madhuban 

station head Yashwant Patil for his 

great contributions to the development 

of micro, small and medium industries 

in India.

Winning 

Awārds“ “
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RJ Mona reciting a poem with a group of young 
students of 2nd class in a school in Nichlafali village. Our 
team regularly visits schools to interact with students 
and teach them.  
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TRAINING IN CONTENT 
DEVELOPMENT 
SEPTEMBER

RJ Anurag Pandey, Fever 104 FM, 

Mumbai, visited our studio and 

conducted a three-hour-long training 

session on content development and 

radio jockey skills. His experience 

helped our team to learn more about 

radio show production.

TRAINING IN RADIO 
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
DECEMBER

Training in communication skills for 

our young RJs was conducted by Kamal 

Chaudhary, Director, The Cinematic 

Life, New Delhi. This session helped 

the participants to learn about the art 

of voice-overing and voice modulation 

techniques.

TRAINING IN SOUND 
DESIGNING 
NOVEMBER

Deepak K.S, sound engineer from 

Bengaluru, conducted a hands-on 

training session on sound designing 

and equipment handling for volunteers 

of our technical team. This session 

also provided training in using the 

equipment in the studio.

Training The 

Team
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REGIONAL COMMUNITY RADIO 

SAMMELAN, BHOPAL

Organised by:
Ministry of I&B, Govt. of India

Participants:
RJ Subha & RJ Vinod

Theme:
Local Governance and Inclusive 
Communities
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Conferences & 

Participation

NATIONAL SEMINAR, DELHI
MARCH

Radio Madhuban Station Head  

Yashwant Patil  participated in a 

National Seminar organized by 

Federation of Community Radio 

Stations in Delhi on the theme,  

‘Role of Community Radio in 

Development of Nation’. 

REGIONAL CONFERENCE OF
JALDHARA-III PROJECT, 
ALWAR 
NOVEMBER

RJ Mona participated in this conference 

organized by the Sehgal Foundation to 

focus on ‘Advocacy with Stakeholders’.

NATIONAL COMMUNITY
RADIO SAMMELAN, DELHI
MARCH

Radio Madhuban Station Head  

Yashwant Patil and Technical Head  

Rohit Gupta participated in this  

national meeting organized by the 

Ministry of I&B, Govt. of India, on 

the theme, ‘Towards Diversity and 

Sustainability’.



Bhajan Samrat Anup Jalota
Playback Singer, Mumbai

K Narayan Rao,
Member of Parliament, 
Machilipatnam, Andhra Pradesh

Dr. Ved Pratap Vaidik, Chairman 
Council for Indian Foreign Policy

Sadhna Sargam 
Bollywood Playback Singer

Dr. Vishal Joshi, Ph.D.
Mount Abu InfraRed Observatory

Gracy Singh 
Famous Bollywood Actress 

Gulab Kothari 
Editor-in-Chief, Rajasthan Patrika

Gulab Chand Kataria
Home Minister, Rajasthan

H.E. Smt. Droupadi Murmu
Governor of Jharkhand

2016 

Snapshots
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Uttamprakash Agarwal
Chartered Accountant, Abu Road

SK Muddi, Vice President 
Department of Backward Classes & 
Minority Welfare Madhya Pradesh

Mr. Kshetri, Director
All India Radio, Mount Abu

Rohit Kataria
Radio City Super Singer, Jaipur

Gaurav Kapoor
Film Actor, Chennai

Dr. H Venu Gopala Rao 
GITS Institute, Udaipur

Manju Rajpal, IAS
Director of Cabinet Secretariat

Hon’ble Shri Surendra Goyal 
Minister for Rural Development & 
Panchayati Raj, Rajasthan

Dalbir Kaur, Auditor
Khadigram Udyog Mandal, Punjab



Dr. D.R. Karthikeyan
Former Director, CBI

Swami Adhyatmananda
Spiritual Leader

Dr Laxman, Physician
Govt. Hospital, Mount Abu

Lalit Khaitan, Chairman and 
MD, Radico Khaitan Ltd.

Sandeep Singh Chauhan 
Superintendent of Police, Sirohi

Vimla Mehra, IAS (Retired), Delhi

Group of International Poets from 
Rajasthan

Mansukh Ram Ji
Tehsildar, Abu Road

Dr Rajan Welunkar
Former Vice Chancellor, YCMOU
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Mr. Anandswaroop Agnihotri 
Forest Offcer, Mount Abu  

Dr. Prerna Shekhawat 
Additional Superintendent of 
Police, Sirohi

Moolchand, Famous Artist 
with 11 Feet Long Mustache

Shri Faggan Singh Kulaste
Union Minister of State for Health 
& Family Welfare, Govt. of India

Dr. Kamal Bansal, Abu Road

Rajgopal
Ex-MP & Founder, Lanco Infratech

Ashok Chaturvedi
Secretary General, All India Small 
& Medium Newspaper Association

Shailendra Bharti
Playback Singer, Mumbai

Denis Egan
HAM Radio Expert, Venezuela
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RJ Usha, RJ Vinod and RJ Ramesh during a community 
program at a school complex in Mudarla village. Our 
team rejoiced with the community and recorded their 
stories, songs and poems. 
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OUR PROJECTS

CREATING YOUNG LEADERS

ART & CULTURAL HERITAGE

SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

GOOD GOVERNANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

SOCIAL REFORMS
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RJ Vishal interacting with students of 2nd class 
in a local school, recording poems, songs, 
stories and small discussions.  
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 “We endorse life skills and values through our shows and projects. 
It is our objective to provide young minds of the community a 
platform to come together, discuss and share ideas and opinions 
on critical issues and identify solutions.

 “

CREATING YOUNG  

LEADERS
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SCHOOLS

8 3016 226 360

PARTICIPANTS STUDENTS 
RECORDED

EVENTS

9

PRODUCTION
IN MINUTES

C
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RS

Students love to record songs and poems 
for the radio. They enthusiastically attend 
narrowcasting sessions to listen to their 
recordings with their friends.  
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In the past, several narrowcasting 

events were organized by Radio 

Madhuban for different projects 

in schools. This year, our team 

redesigned these events and 

created a two-way interactive 

platform for children. 

To give children a platform to 

share their ideas, the Radio 

Madhuban team went to different 

Government schools in the region 

and interacted with students of 

classes 5th to 12th. This gave us 

the opportunity to record their 

stories, poems and songs, and 

broadcast them as part of our 

ongoing kids show, ‘Udaan’. 

Our team also discussed some 

social issues and recorded the 

children’s opinions on matters like 

water conservation, cleanliness 

and good eating habits etc. 

These episodes have also been 

narrowcast in various other 

schools in the presence of all 

students to reach out to a large 

audience. So far, the journey has 

been very eventful and exciting. 

Each time the Radio Madhuban 

team visits a new school in a new 

village locality, many students 

come forward to share their 

messages, stories, poems, jokes 

and songs on the radio.  

Children just love being on the 

mic. This has helped our team 

produce shows in local languages 

and share content that is locally 

produced by the community.

A Voice To 

Students

While experimenting with a variety of designs and formats of village outreach events, our team identified 

narrowcasting to be the most effective tool for communicating a message to young children and spreading 

awareness in a large population in the region.
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Our Community Reporter K.C. Jinger with a 
local musician in Kivarli village, recording a 
traditional song in the local language.
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ART & CULTURAL

HERITAGE

 “A home for many tribes, Abu is a region of immense cultural 
diversity and traditional heritage. Radio Madhuban endeavors to 
promote the local culture by providing a platform to musicians, 
singers, dancers and artists in the region.

 “
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Logistics and participation were challenges. 
Students were unwilling and hesitant to 
participate. It took great effort to convince 
them to sing in front of other participants.“

 “

- RJ Vinod 

SCHOOLS

27

STUDENTS  
IMPACTED

2350

TRIBAL SONGS 

560

WINNERS

3
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Never had anyone organized 
anything like this for tribal 
students. We did not know 
what to do. With limited 
finances and remote 
villages, it was very difficult 
for us to send our students 
for the subsequent rounds. 
But their assurance and 
RJ Vinod’s enthusiasm 
persuaded us to motivate 
our students to participate.

                                       - Murariji, 
Teacher,

Govt. Sr. Sec. School, Mahad

Launched in September 2016, 

auditions for the first round were 

held in Kotda and Abu Road blocks. 

Our team auditioned over 522 

pupils from 28 schools and hostels, 

and selected 318 talented singers.

This initiative received tremendous 

feedback and overwhelming 

support from the community. 

Sarpanchs, Ward Panchs and hostel 

wardens came forward to join 

hands with Radio Madhuban for 

events in their villages.

Radio Madhuban gave away 

certificates and motivational books 

to all participants, and trophies to 

winners of the third round. The 

grand finale is scheduled to be held 

in January 2017, where the winners 

will be awarded cash prizes.

Tribal Musical 

Heritage

Radio Madhuban organized a mega tribal singing competition to promote students from the tribal community 

and encourage their talent. This created a unique opportunity to record hundreds of tribal folk songs and spread 

awareness about tribal folk music in the younger generations.

 “

 “
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School students in Bharja village, near Abu 
Road, participated and performed in the music 
talent competition, ‘Tarang’.  

SCHOOLS

10

VILLAGES

8 430

SONGS
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A singing competition was organized 

at Arrdekta Institute of Technology, 

near Abu Road, in December 

2016, and 40 students of Nursing, 

Engineering and B. Ed. courses 

participated. Use of technology and 

video calling was encouraged in the 

second round, in which 25 select 

students performed on Skype. Girls 

participated in large numbers and 

melodiously sang devotional and 

patriotic songs. 

To promote tribal folk songs and 

culture, folk singing competitions 

were organized in August 2016 in

Barja and Bhujela villages, and in 

October 2016 in Mudurla, Mordu 

and Kiyara. Students from schools 

in areas surrounding these villages 

were also invited to participate 

in these competitions. Seventy-

five students of classes 6th to 8th 

participated. Local villagers and 

community members supported the 

events wholeheartedly.

These competitions encouraged 

many young students to come 

forward and participate for the 

first time in such an event. Radio 

Madhuban provided them a platform 

to identify and showcase their 

talent. 

Local Music

Tarang

For the first time, I 
participated in a singing 
competition, and it was 
such an exciting experience 
to listen to my voice on 
radio. This competition 
inspired me to learn music 
and participate better in 
future.

                        - Shaili Kumari 
8th Class, Govt. Middle School

A singing competition, Tarang, was organized in several schools in and around Abu. Competitions were organized 

in five schools, and students from surrounding villages participated in them. 

 “

 “
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Dr. Shyamali Banerjee conducting a music workshop 
for trainees at Radio Madhuban. They look forward to 
her class at the studio every Sunday. 
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Music

Workshop

I see lot of difference 

in my children, both Yash 

and Drishti. They are very 

disciplined now. Both of them 

are focusing on their

studies and curricular 

activities. I see good growth 

and better future of my 

children at Radio Madhuban.   

Radio Madhuban organised several workshops on Indian classical music for children during the year. These 

workshops were aimed at introducing young students to our country’s cultural and musical heritage.   

 “

 “

Our volunteer, Dr. Shyamali 

Banerjee, was a source of great 

strength for these initiatives. She 

judged many of the competitions 

and also enthralled the audience 

with her performance. 

She conducted many workshops 

during these events to train young, 

talented children in classical music 

and inspire them to pursue music 

as a career. Students enjoyed the 

sessions and learned from Dr. 

Banerjee’s immense experience.

All performances, workshops and 

songs recorded during the events 

were broadcast for increasing 

the outreach and impacting the 

maximum number of people. 

Hundreds of listeners called our 

studios appreciating the efforts 

of the team and expressing their 

interest in singing on radio. This 

initiative connected thousands of 

new listeners to Radio Madhuban.         

- Mrs. Manisha  Arora 
                 Parent, Abu Road
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Chief Guests, participants, teachers and our team 
of volunteers during the singing competition 
organized on Independence Day. 
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Celebrating Freedom

With Music

Every year I passionately 
wait for this competition. 
It is a good opportunity 
for young children to learn 
patriotic songs. I attend 
this event without fail.                 

 “

 “
An inter-school patriotic song 

competition titled ‘Swarnim Bharat 

Deshbhakti Sangeet Pratiyogita’ 

was organized on 15th August 

to commemorate Independence 

Day, at the Training Center, 

Shantivan complex, Abu Road. The 

competition was aimed at spreading 

the feelings of brotherhood and 

unity among young students 

and encouraging them to come 

together to celebrate and rejoice in 

their freedom.

Teachers and parents motivated 

the students to participate in large 

numbers. Dr. Shyamali Banerjee, 

classical singer from Kolkata, West 

Bengal, and Satish Shrivastava, 

famous lyricist and singer from Abu, 

judged the event.

Radio Madhuban 90.4 FM organized an inter-school patriotic song singing competition for young students of local 

schools to spread the feeling of brotherhood and unity in diversity.

       - Yogesh Kumar
Listener, Abu Road

It is Radio Madhuban that 
has recognised my talent 
and brought me into the 
limelight. Radio Madhuban 
is a land of opportunities 
in this small town. I judged 
many singing competitions 
and I train the young team.    

 “

 “

- Dr. Shyamali Banerjee
                 Music Teacher, Abu Road
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More than 300 students participated in a 
painting competition organized by Radio 
Madhuban for skill development. 
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SKILL

DEVELOPMENT

 “Radio Madhuban focuses on capacity building and skill 
development in the local community. We endeavor to become a 
source of new learning and growth while bringing the community 
together, enabling collaborative learning and sharing of 
knowledge and resources.

 “
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A training program on ‘practicing 
freedom of expression’ was organized 
for the volunteer team of Radio 
Madhuban from 4th to 6th February, 
2016 at the Radio studios.

Jaimini from Ideosync Media Combine 
conducted these sessions to explain 
freedom of expression, and introduced 
the team to new and easy ways of 
capturing community events through 
videos and photographs. The team 
enjoyed the sessions and found 
them useful for documentation of 
community programs.

Freedom of

Expression
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Policy, Technology, Society

Summer Internship

Radio Madhuban introduced a 

Summer Internship Program in 

May and June for students to 

train them in radio operations 

and give them practical exposure 

in community development 

projects. The intensive internship 

program focused on four areas, 

namely Radio Technologies, Radio 

Management, Radio Journalism, 

and Community Development. 

Students from a variety of 

academic backgrounds, such as 

engineering, management, media, 

and social work, were encouraged 

to apply. The team prepared the 

induction modules and learning 

kits to suit people of all academic 

backgrounds.

 
Four students worked with our 

team as interns and learned 

about different aspects of radio 

operations and management. 

They engaged in live community 

development projects and helped 

in production and designing 

of content for the radio. The 

internship created an opportunity 

for the interns to immerse 

themselves in ongoing projects 

in Abu, learn about Government 

policies for rural and tribal 

development, and plan schemes 

and models that can aid in making 

life better for the people of Abu. 

Suman from Pathankot designed 

and implemented show clocks in 

the radio automation software. 

She also assisted in data archiving 

of the daily production. Opal 

and Parilakshya from Abu Road 

learned about audio editing and 

sound mixing while working on 

the song database of the station.  

45 Applicants • 4 Interns • 60 Days • 4 Projects

This internship helped me 
learn specific skills and 
hone my abilities. It gave 
me an amazing experience 
in journalism. I loved the 
Radio Madhuban team.

                              - Ms. Bhuvana
                   Student, Secunderabad

 “

 “
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Students actively participated in a three-leg race, 
gunny bag race and a 100 m race in the sports 
competition organized during the Students Fair.

SCHOOLS

10

STUDENTS

500

COMPETITIONS

4

PARTICIPANTS

75% GIRLS
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Skilled Abu

Student Fair

The fair started with a session 

on moral education to share 

the importance of values in 

student life. Under the theme of 

‘Kaushal Abu, Kushal Abu’, several 

competitions were organized 

during the fair. Students 

participated in large numbers 

in a three-leg race and a gunny 

bag race. 

Many young singers of Abu 

participated in the singing 

competition and presented 

melodious folk songs that 

enthralled the audience. 

Exceptional professionals 

Dr. Shyamali Banerjee, music 

teacher, Abu Road, and Dr. Anil 

Amrant, music teacher judged 

the competition. 

Students also participated in a 

debate competition organized 

to offer them a chance to discuss 

crucial topics like the effects 

of technology on students 

and how to strike the right 

balance between infrastructure 

development and environmental 

protection in Abu. Career 

Advisor Shobhit Narain from 

Lucknow and entrepreneur 

Ashish Ruwatia from Delhi 

judged the event. Mt. Abu 

Municipality Chairman Suresh 

Thinger also graced the debate 

competition and gave valuable 

inputs to students.

Many students participated in 

the painting competition on the 

themes, ‘My Abu, beautiful Abu’ 

and ‘Gender Equality’. Students 

made beautiful paintings 

depicting families listening to 

the radio and how the radio has 

changed their lives.

Radio Madhuban organized a fair on 9th April, 2016 at Polo Ground, Mt. Abu for students of classes 5th to 12th. 

The fair was organized with the objective of giving students a platform to showcase their talent and connect 

with professionals, teachers, and other students who could help them hone their skills. Mt. Abu Municipality 

supported this initiative in line with the National Agenda of Skill Development.

 

For the first time we have seen 
such an event in Abu. It gave 
very good exposure to the 
students. I wish more and more 
such programs to be organised 
for the children. The judges 
were very much overwhelming 
and warmly welcoming of the
students.

       - Teachers, Sophia School
                                                    Mt. Abu

 “

 “
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Young trainees Yash and Aditya with our 
volunteer Arushi, learning about radio show 
production and recording.  

PERIOD

3 MONTHS

TRAINING

6 Hrs/Day

PARTICIPANTS

10
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Capacity Building

For a Better Future

It has been our endeavor to 

engage with young students and 

impart training and skills that help 

in their personality development. 

This year, Radio Madhuban 

introduced a special series of 

learning workshops for students 

of classes 6th to 12th from schools 

in Abu.

 
Ten students participated in 

the first workshop that was 

organized in May 2016 at the 

Radio Madhuban studios. During 

these workshops, students were 

trained in public speaking, voice 

modulation, radio technologies 

and creative skills. 

Students were also introduced 

to a variety of advance software 

used for audio editing, sound 

mixing and video editing. Our 

team and professional experts 

also conducted workshops on 

drama narration, voice-overing, 

reading exercises, story-telling 

and creative problem solving.

 
Weekly sessions on classical music 

were an integral feature of this 

series, where students learned 

to sing and play the harmonium, 

along with the basics of classical 

music.

This year, Radio Madhuban engaged with many young students. Our team of experts and volunteers trained them 

in radio operations and technologies to make them skilled in radio show production. They now host their own 

show on the radio!

I heard the show on Radio 
Madhuban and realized that 
I also give very little time to 
my kids, and when I come 
home, I want them to study 
and excel in academics, so I 
don’t like it when they want 
to play. But after listening 
to the show, I understood 
that it is their right to relax 
and play.

 “

 “

 - Nalini
Parent from  Abu Road
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 A group of women in Mahikheda village singing and rejoicing on a 
sunny winter afternoon with the team of Radio Madhuban. Radio has 
provided these women with a platform to share, learn and enjoy.
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GOOD 

GOVERNANCE

 “Radio Madhuban endeavors to promote fairness, equality and 
transparency in governance to strengthen democracy. We 
encourage the participation of local men and women from villages 
and tribal regions in local governance, and work to educate, 
support and inspire young individuals to lead. 

 “
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VILLAGES PROGRAMS

2107

VILLAGERS

2OO

Our team of volunteers during an awareness 
program on rural employment and MGNREGA 
in a village. 
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Advancing Rural

Employment

The programs were aimed at 

encouraging locals to secure jobs 

under the MGNREGA and earn a 

better future. About 200 villagers 

participated in the programs 

organized in Mudarla and Ganka 

panchayat in April this year.

Radio Madhuban created the 

first-ever platform where working 

villagers, employers and the 

Sarpanch came face-to-face and 

discussed their problems and 

solutions. Otherwise, the villagers 

had found it very difficult to 

address their concerns.

Villagers appreciated the program 

and also asked questions in the 

Q&A sessions. The sessions were 

recorded and broadcast on-air for 

the benefit of the masses. Many 

of them were amazed to learn 

about guaranteed employment 

under the MGNREGA.

The Sarpanch of Mudarla and 

Ganka, who attended the 

programs, said that such events 

should be regularly organized to 

increase awareness among the 

villagers.

Radio Madhuban organized several village outreach programs to spread awareness about the Mahatma Gandhi 

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act 2005 (MGNREGA) among the tribals of Abu. The local community often 

faces high rates of unemployment and exploitation at the workplace due to lack of awareness about labor laws 

and their rights. Poverty is the resulting evil that exacerbates the situation.

Due to lack of awareness, 

the villagers face severe 

exploitation in finding an 

opportunity to work. Even 

at their workplace, they 

face challenges of delayed 

payments, unsafe work 

environment and low wages. 

Radio Madhuban intervened to 

address this situation. Through 

our campaign, the villagers got 

the first opportunity to connect 

with their local leaders and 

discuss their problems openly. 
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I always saw these kids playing and picking waste on 
the roads. But when I interacted with them about child 
rights, I discovered their lack of awareness and I felt I 
should do something for them.“

 “
- RJ Vedant

Radio Madhuban

DAYS

10

VOLUNTEERS VOXPOP

7

ON-AIR

10330 min.10105105
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Children’s 

Rights

Listeners were invited to the 

studio to share their views about 

child rights. Special shows were 

conceived in the interview format 

with advocate Avdesh Deval and 

parents and children to identify 

the special rights provided to 

children by the constitution, their 

applicability and need, and the 

provisions of the rights.

 
Our team also conducted several 

VoxPop to present a snapshot of 

the community’s opinion. They 

were asked various questions 

revolving around the issue and 

their responses were shared as a 

reflection of public opinion.

 
During the initial days of the 

campaign, our team found that 

the community lacked awareness 

about the issue. Unaware of their 

rights, children were faced with 

exploitation and abuse in their daily 

lives. After the campaign, many 

parents connected with Radio 

Madhuban and appreciated the 

initiative. Children also called in to 

share their happiness.

Radio Madhuban initiated an outreach campaign around Children’s Day in November 2016 to sensitize the local 

community about the rights of children and spread awareness about the issue. The campaign continued for seven 

days and a different right was discussed each day.

I love going to school, but my 
mom says that I have sustain 
my family. I have four younger 
siblings. Young kids like me, 
came to my locality told me 
about safety during work. 
they also encouraged me to 
go to school and study. I loved 
talking to them on the mic.   

 “

 “

- Ragpicker
Abu Road
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VILLAGERS

500

VILLAGES

10

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH 

30 hrs

VOLUNTEERS

8

The Radio Madhuban team regularly conducts 
surveys to gauge the needs of the community and 
get their feedback and opinions in order to design 
shows and projects that help them. 
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Radio Madhuban organized a mass awareness campaign on the rights of tribal people and government provisions 

and schemes for tribal communities. The programs were aimed at increasing awareness among the tribals about 

their special rights, help them find meaningful avenues for growth, and connect them with radio to help in their 

development. 

Experts from Ideosync Media 
Combine, a Delhi-based 
organization, provided 
assistance for this project. 
Our teams visited several 
villages and organized 
focused group discussions 
for women to enable them to 
make model Panchayats and 
learn about the functioning 
of the local government.                         

This year, narrowcasting events 

were organized in 10 villages around 

Abu Road to maximize the outreach 

of the project. Narrowcasting 

events in Panchdeval, Kuran Khadra, 

Pipla and Chandrana villages were 

attended by over 300 villagers. The 

team created model Panchayats 

during these events to bring about 

awareness among women about 

democracy and elements of rural 

governance. In Khandora, Nana 

Sebliya, Chitrodi, Budhiya, Tebda 

and Badli villages too, villagers 

participated in large numbers 

and the Sarpanchs supported the 

events.

 The villagers used drums to 

announce in their village, that Radio 

Madhuban is going to organize a 

program. They wanted all women 

to participate. They thanked team 

Radio Madhuban volunteers for 

organising this programme. 

The narrowcasting events 

connected many new people with 

the Radio station and increased 

the participation of tribal people 

manifold. The listenership increased 

significantly. The team conducted 

an end-line survey for assessing the 

impact of the project.

Strengthening

Democracy
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Mr. Jagasi Ram Koli, MLA, Reodar, and Mr. Suresh 
Sindal, Municipal Chairman, Abu Road, in live 
communication with listeners in Abu from the studios 
of Radio Madhuban 90.4 FM, along with our RJ Vinod. 
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Radio Madhuban aims to promote good governance and democracy in the local community in Abu in order to 

advance the benefits of government schemes and ongoing projects.

“Hamara Abu” connects 
us with our local elected 
leaders. Most of the times 
I won’t be able to meet 
and express my issues with 
chairman sir because of his 
busy schedule. But on radio 
I get a chance to  share my 
problem and talk to him. 
I regularly listen to this 
program

                     - Citizen,  Mount Abu

 “

 “

To achieve this objective, Radio 

Madhuban has been undertaking 

several initiatives, both on-air 

and in villages in Abu. A radio 

show, ‘Hamara Abu’, was launched 

in March 2015 to connect the 

community with local government 

representatives. Suresh Thinger 

and Suresh Sindal, Municipal 

Chairmen of Mt. Abu and Abu Road, 

respectively, regularly go live on 

this show and connect with the 

listeners, share information about 

ongoing and new government 

initiatives, and respond to the 

listeners’ questions. The phone-

in format of the show creates 

a special interest among the 

listeners. Jagasi Ram Koli, MLA, 

Reodar, also features on the show.

The local community has been 

able to share many of its concerns 

through this show. The platform 

that radio has provided also 

ensures that these concerns 

are successfully addressed and 

development in the villages 

continues.

Hamara

Abu
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This year, our team spent more than 1924 hours in the 
community, meeting and interacting with different 
tribes from different villages to connect them to Radio 
Madhuban and help them lead a better life. 
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Social

Reforms

 “Abu is home to many tribes. Each has its own set of old customs 
and traditions that are being unscrupulously misused to exploit 
the communities. Radio Madhuban makes an intervention to 
address these issues and aims to solve these challenges. 

 “
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Students participated in large numbers in the essay 
writing competition organized on the International 
Day of the World’s Indigenous Peoples.  
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Starting on 31st July, our team of 

volunteers conducted awareness 

sessions in local schools to 

sensitize students and teachers to 

tribal rights, culture, tradition and 

festivals.

Ten workshops were organized 

in different schools in Mahad, 

Mamer, Badli, Gura, Sada and 

Doyetara villages around Abu, 

in which over 830 students 

participated. Another public 

session was conducted in Jher 

village, in which 20 villagers 

participated. The team introduced 

the participants to the special 

rights and duties of indigenous 

people and discussed their culture 

and traditions.

An 1000-word essay writing 

competition was organized for 

students of classes 9th to 12th of 

these schools on three topics: ‘Tribal 

Cultural Heritage’, ‘Tribal Rights’, 

and ‘I am proud to belong to a tribe’. 

We received more than 310 entries 

from students. Prizes and trophies 

were given to the top three in Abu 

Road and Kotra tehsil. Appreciation 

prizes were given to  the next ten 

best essays in both regions.

Radio Madhuban organized a series of workshops in schools to celebrate the International Day of the World’s 

Indigenous Peoples in Abu. Many tribal students participated in the essay writing competition.

Abu’s Indigenous

Peoples

This gave an opportunity to 

the team to interact with 

the local tribal students and 

understand their issues. These 

workshops were broadcast on-

air for the benefit of the listener 

community. The students loved 

the sessions and came forward 

in large numbers to write essays 

and share their ideas. 

      - Narayan Sisodiya 
        Govt. Tribal Residential School  

         Abu Road

 “

 “
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This show has inspired many listeners to come forward 
and share their ideas about the crippling impact of 
customs on society. This has created a group of local 
volunteers who try and promote the initiative in the 
community. 
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Ata Sata Pratha is a critical challenge for the community in Abu and nearby villages. It is a unique tradition which 

entails an exchange of daughters between two families for the marriage of their sons.

Abu’s

Customs

I was forced to abide by 

the ‘Sata Pratha’, but after 

listening to the shows on Radio 

Madhuban, I called off my son’s 

marriage and resolved the 

‘Sata’. I would encourage others 

also to break this old custom 

and look for independent 

wedding offers. 

      - Kapur Chand 
       Abu Road

 “

 “

Families that do not have a daughter, 
or where the daughters are yet to 
attain the marriageable age, are 
finding it extremely difficult to get 
brides for their sons.

It may sound far-fetched, but the 
‘Sata Pratha’ has become the only 
way for many families to get their 
sons married. Due to the skewed 
sex ratio in villages, a bride’s father 
demands a girl for his son in return 
for marrying his daughter. 

If the groom does not have a sister, 
the family has to make sure that 
the bride’s brother is married to the 
daughter of one of their relatives.

Radio Madhuban has been working 
to fight this issue for a long time. 
The show, ‘Opno Samaj’, talks about 
these challenges and attempts to 
encourage people to overcome 
these hurdles in modern times. 
Community Reporter 

K.C. Jinger very often invites a 
guest from the community on 
the show to discuss the ‘Ata Sata 
Pratha’ and other problems like 
female feticide, child marriage and 
the dowry system.
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We found that substance abuse had a role in 
‘Mautana’. Our team broadcast four live shows in 
March to sensitize listeners to the ill effects of drug 
addiction.
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Fighting Social

Injustice

Among the tribes in Abu, a person 

or family is declared as accused if 

the body of a person is found on 

their property, even if it is a case of 

natural death, suicide or accident. 

The family or the community does 

not cremate the body, even for 

several days, until its demand for 

compensation is met. If the other 

family is unable to pay, the victim’s 

family simply destroys its property, 

forcing it to migrate from the 

village. 

Radio Madhuban intervened 

and organized mass awareness 

campaigns in villages to sensitize 

the community to the dangerous 

consequences of this tradition. 

Several groups of young, active 

villagers were formed to motivate 

other villagers. 

Sarpanchs, teachers and news 

reporters attended these 

programs along with the villagers, 

who came in large numbers. 

Programs were organized in 

20 villages and were broadcast 

on-air. Special one-hour live 

shows were broadcast during the 

‘Youth Junction’ show to spread 

awareness among the listeners. 

This had a huge impact on the 

community. Our team was given 

an award by the Govt. of Rajasthan 

for our efforts. Because it is an old 

tradition, it was very difficult to 

make the community understand 

its detrimental consequences 

and the severity of the problem. 

But repeated programs, focused 

group discussions and the on-air 

campaign enabled us to bring 

about lasting change.

‘Mautana’, an age-old tribal criminal justice system, which started with the intention of providing relief to the 

victim’s family, is being unscrupulously misused by middlemen and local officials. 

Often policemen, village 
elders and educated people 
do not intervene in these 
matters because they are 
a part of the same society, 
though they may not approve 
of it. But after Radio 
Madhuban’s intervention, 
many people formed groups 
to create awareness in the 
locality to curb the menace.
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RJ Usha meets womenfolk of the local community to 
discuss their problems and give them tips on efficient 
and healthy cooking, family planning, economic 
planning, health and hygiene etc. 
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TOWARDS

SUSTAINABILITY

 “Sustainability is at the heart of everything we do at Radio 
Madhuban. We aim to make the local community aware of 
global challenges like climate change, resource depletion and 
food scarcity, and endeavor to encourage the community to 
make partnerships to implement innovative solutions to these 
challenges.  

 “
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Radio Madhuban conducted an awareness drive to celebrate Diwali in an eco-friendly way. Our team did 
a VoxPop in the community to get feedback and ideas from potters, children, shopkeepers and common 
people about using traditional earthen lamps instead of artificial lights during Diwali.
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TY Eco 

Diwali
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Energy 

Conservation

Every year, Earth Hour and energy conservation day are celebrated in radio and parallel community events run 

through a week to spread awareness in the community.

Radio Madhuban organized 
a mega event for energy 
conservation, in December, in Abu 
and the villages around it. 

This year, a community VoxPop 
was organized in Mt. Abu 
to gauge the community’s 
perspective and raise 
awareness about energy and its 
conservation. Primarily, topics 
related to pollution, energy and 
the environment were covered. 
Our volunteers interacted with 
more than 50 individuals and 
collected public feedback about 
alternative energy sources, water 
conservation, energy and its use, 
and pollution.

Interviews with science teachers 
from local schools and engineers 
from public departments were 
broadcast on-air to sensitize 
listeners about natural resource 
conservation each day, from 2nd 

December to 14th December 
2016, from 7:30 pm to 8 pm. 
While many teachers focused on 
cleanliness, tree plantation and 
waste management, some others 
emphasized vehicular pollution, 
LPG gas and its use, and plastic 
management. Assistant Engineer, 
Electrical Department, Abu 
Road, Shri Ashok Kumar Meena, 
appealed to the listeners to save 
electricity. Different stakeholders 
from the community were called 
for discussions and interviewed 
on-air.

This initiative increased the 
community’s knowledge and 
awareness about energy and its 
use and conservation.
Young students called our 
studios to give their feedback 
and messages on energy 
conservation.
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Radio Madhuban celebrated Road Safety Week 
from 13th January to 28th January with the 
community in Abu. The team prepared audio 
capsules and on-air promos on road safety that 
were broadcast throughout the period. The team 
also connected with local government schools 
and organized 30-minute programs in each school 
during the morning assembly. These programs 
focused on important aspects of safety on the 

roads. Special charts depicting different traffic 
signs and road safety symbols were prepared to 
make the students familiar with them. In all, over 
1,950 students attended these sessions on road 
safety and learned about keeping safe while on 
the road. Quizzes were organized to make learning 
interactive and fun. Teachers and principals 
appreciated the efforts of Radio Madhuban.  
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DRAMA

TALK SHOW

LIVE PHONE-IN

SHOW NAME

SHOW NAME

SHOW NAME

SHOW TIME

SHOW TIME

SHOW TIME

DATE OF INCEPTION

DATE OF INCEPTION

DATE OF INCEPTION

SHOW TYPE

SHOW TYPE

SHOW TYPE

OCTOBER 2016

JULY 2016

JUNE 2016

3 to 4 PM SUNDAY

3:30 to 4 PM SATURDAY

4 to 5 PM MON-FRI

BAAL SABHA

BACHO KI DUNIYA

SAFAR

THEME: The show consists of eight characters, seven young children and their elder sister, who teaches them 
different values and their relevance in different life situations. 

THEME: The show is designed to give a voice to young children. RJ Arushi talks to a group of children on a 
different topic in each show to help the community understand the feelings of children.

THEME: Listeners call to share their life stories and experiences of listening to radio. RJ Ramesh shares a positive 
outlook on the stories and encourages the listeners to lead better lives.

New  

Shows

 - We thank you for support  -

Gitanjali University, Udaipur . Arrdekta Institute of Technology, Khedbrahma . Picadilly Plaza, Mount Abu . Friends Wafers , Gujarat . 

Trishul Footwear, Abu Road . St. Anselm School, Abu Road . Shree U.S.B. Group of Colleges, Abu Road .  

Ganpat University, Gujarat . DAVP, New Delhi . DIPR, Rajasthan            



A grand function was organized on 19th January at Conference Hall in Shantivan, where more than1500 guests 

from nearby villages enjoyed a scintillating tribal cultural program prepared by students from local schools, 

bringing forth the flavor of the vibrant tribal community of Abu. 

Radio Madhuban completed five years on 19th January and 

celebrated this occasion with great joy in the community. 

Several community reporters of Radio Madhuban shared 

their experiences of transformation after joining the team.

Our chief guest, BS Chauhan, IGP, CRPF, Mt. Abu, and guest 

of honor Suresh Sindal, Municipal Chairperson, Abu Road, 

graced the function along with Voice of Jaipur Rohit Katariya, 

poet Dr. Kavita Kiran, and Nagar Palika member Sunil Acharya.                 

BK Mruthyunjay, Vice Chairperson, Education Wing, RERF, 

and BK Manju, Senior Rajyoga Teacher from Andhra Pradesh, 

were also present.

Celebrations were also organized in Paba and Mahikheda 

villages on 21st and 24th January, respectively, to celebrate 

this journey with the listeners. These were attended by Ram 

Lal Grasiya, Sarpanch of Nichlagarh Panchayat, and Ambalal, 

former Agriculture Officer, Irrigation Dept. Maharashtra. 

Our volunteers, RJ Swarnlata from Delhi and Anangpal 

Pandey from Chhattisgarh, helped in organizing these 

functions. All celebrations were broadcast on radio to 

spread the happiness to listeners who could not join us  

at the venues.

2016 

Annual Day
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Scene of a class at a local school in Nichlafali village. 
Students enthusiastically interacted with our team, 
recited poems and recorded stories and songs. 



PEOPLE
 in 

SPOTLIGHT

VOLUNTEERS

GUESTS & VISITORS



Radio Madhuban 90.4 FM works on the 
principle of volunteerism and community 
service. Our volunteers are our backbone 
and strength. 

A lot of volunteers joined us for different 
programs during the year 2016. They not 
only helped us in our daily activities at the 
station, but also contributed to our shows, 
programs and projects with their expertise.

We thank our volunteer team and request  
continued support from the community. “

 “

2016

Volunteers
Suman Sarangal, Intern, Panjab

Bhuvana K, Young Trainee, Telangana

Sheetal, Volunteer, Abu Road

B.K. Vijayan, Voluntary Support,
Madhu Engineering Company Pvt. 
Ltd., bangalore
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S.No Month Guest Information Other Details On Air

1 Jan Sarvesh Kumar Gupta High Court Judge, Uttarakhand 22

2 Dr. Lakshman Lal Medical Offcer, Mt. Abu 19

3 Samprati Das ji  IT Professional, Bengaluru 17

4 Amrit Rathod Singer/Hotelier,  Mumbai 12

5 Dr Ravindra & Dr Sunita Kohli Amravati, Maharashtra 71

6 K. Swami Gaud Chairman, Telangana Council 23

7 Manohar ji House Tax Offcer, Nasik 16

8 Santh Shri Ramadhar JI Barfani Dham, Indore 27

9 Dr Ramraj Singh  Retired Vigilance Offcer, ONGC 28

10 Chandra Boss Telugu Lyricist, Warangal 23

11 Dr Chandra Ketu  Ex-Chairman, Ministry of Health & Family 
Welfare, Delhi 3

12 Manoj Srivastav Assistant Director, Information, Uttarakhand 
Government 10

13 Feb Dr Satish Rana Homoeopathic Doctor, Kapurthala 16

14 Aparna Child rights activist, Bihar 22

15 Mar Dr.Vishal Joshi Scientist, PRL, PhD Astrophysics 32

16 K.G.Srivastav D.F.O., Mt. Abu 42

17 April Vaijyanti Korale President, Narayani Mahila Kalyaan Kendra, 
Narayan Gaon, Pune 16

18 Ramesh Patel Director, Arrdekta Institution 25

19 Sanjeev Kumar SDM, Jwalamukhi Shaktipeeth, HP 18

Guest in Studio



20 May Hanuman Chaudhary Patwari, Mount Abu 24

21 Dhum Kethu Poet, Bhopal 26

22 Venu Nayar Filmmaker, Kerala 24

23 June Girijesh Singh Rtd. Inspector, Delhi Police 14

24 Hemavindu Vice-Chairman, North Odisha University 22

25 Dr. Surendra Jain Joint Secretary General, Vishva Hindu Parishad 29

26 Manu Narayan Scientist, National Archives of India, Delhi 30

27 July Ashok Sharma Professor, Vardhman University, Kota 20

28 Shyam Sundar Sharma Bureau Chief, World City Press Club 16

29 Arjun Kumar Meghwal Ji MP, Bikaner, Rajasthan 11

30 Aug Shyam Sundar Sharma World City Press Club 16

31 Pundalik Chief Manager, Bank of India 19

32 Sep Dr. Prerna Shekhavat Addl. SP, Sirohi 14

33 Dr. Rajan & Vinayak Dalvi VC, Mumbai University, Lecturer, Meethibai 
University 39

34 Dr. Ganpati Kamlakar Block Education Offce, Maharashtra 32

35 Dr. Murari Lal Sr. medical offcer, MG Road, Bhilwara 19

36 Dr. Ramesh Rawat Professor, Dept. of Journalism, Manipal University 24

37 Oct Swamishri Ravisharnanadgiriji Mahamandaleshwar, Ram Kutir Ashram, Gujarat 31

38 Sadiya Arman Advocate, Supreme Court, Bangladesh 17

39 Naresh Yadav Ex-MP, Delhi 13

40 Shailendra Matav Ex-MP, Jharkhand 16

41 Dr. Suresh Patil Director, District Bank, Maharashtra 11

42 Nov Sutapa Das Gupta Musician, West Bengal 31
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7:00 to 10:00 am 
Nayi Kiran

6:00 to 7:00 am 
Suprabhat

10:00 to 11:30 am 
Aashiyana

11:30 to 12:00 noon 
Awakening with Brahma Kumaris

12:00 to 1:00 pm 
Repetition of Weekend 

Programs

1:00 to 2:00 pm 
Filler

2:00 to 4 pm 
Udaan

4 to 5 pm 
Safar

5:00 to 6:00 pm 
Youth Junction

6:00 to 7:30 pm 
Jiyo Zindagi

7:30 to 8:30 pm 
Mera Gaon Mera Anchal

8:30 to 10:30 pm 
Khushi Ke Nagme & GDM

6:00 to 7:00 am 
Amrit Dhara

7:00 to 9:00 am 
Good Morning Abu

6:00 to 7:00 am 
Amrit Dhara

7:00 to 9:00 am 
Good Morning Abu

9:00 to 11:00 am 
Aashiyana

11:00 to 12:00 noon 
Panditayin

9:00 to 10:00 am 
Aapka Swasthya Aapke Hath

10:00 to 11:00 noon 
Vande Mataram

12:00 to 1:00 pm 
Rhythm of Life

1:00 to 2:00 pm 
Vishwa Darshan

11:00 to 12:00 noon 
Panditayin

12:00 to 12:30 pm 
Sangeet ki Duniya

2:00 to 4:00 pm 
Udaan Kids Special

4:00 to 5:00 pm 
Vishesh Mulakat

12:30 to 1:00 pm 
Vishwa Dharshan

1:00 to 2:00 pm 
Salaam-E-Zindagi

5:00 to 5:30 pm 
Career Option

5:30 to 5:00 pm 
Kanun Ki Baat

2:00 to 4:00 pm 
Udaan Kids Special

4:00 to 5:00 pm 
Spotlight Values

6:00 to 6:30 pm 
Jankari Express

6:30 to 7:00 pm
Opno Samaj

5:00 to 6:00 pm 
Samay ki Mang

6:00 to 7:00 pm
Vishesh Mulakat

7:00 to 8:00 pm 
Mera Gaon Mera 

Anchal/Hamara Abu

8:00 to 9:00 pm 
Aapki Baat Vivek Ke Sath

7:00 to 8:00 pm 
Mera Gaon Mera Anchal

8:00 to 9:30 pm 
Mehfil

9:00 to 10:00 pm 
Tarane Naye Purane

9:30 to 10:00 pm 
Opno Samaj

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

SATURDAY SUNDAY

FIXED POINT CHARTFixed Point Chart



OUR VISION FOR 2017

Radio Madhuban 90.4 FM

Radio Madhuban Bhawan 
Shantivan, Abu Road - 307510,
Rajasthan, India

Tel: 02794 - 228888
Mob: +91 - 9414151415

info@radiomadhuban.in
www.radiomadhuban.in
Available on

Inclusive Growth Sustainable Development Social Reforms . . 


